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Anderson: Circumstantial Confirmation Of the First Vision Through Reminisce

circumstantial confirmation
of the first vision
through reminiscences
richard lloyd anderson
historical sources like the people who make them are
rarely either completely perfect or totally unreliable the
bread and butter work of the historian is less the divining
of bias than a careful reading of his documents to determine
just what is said whether his source is in a position to know
the information related and to what extent each one tells a
partial or complete story because it is claimed that joseph
smith s account of the events surrounding his first vision
are not factual the foregoing procedures must be applied to
his own statements and to all other accounts that claim to
first hand information about his earliest activities 1
relate firsthand
joseph smith described great multitudes as joining various sects at the time of his first vision and a recent investigator concludes that the only authentic frame of reference
for such an event is 1824
25 when the wayne sentinel in
182425
late 1824 observed a reformation is going on in this town to
a great extent 2 and in early 1825 reported 400 converts to
the methodist presbyterian and baptist churches in the palmyra area with a progressive spread of this work in the
neighboring towns 3 moving back in time major revival
professor of history and religion at brigham young university dr anderson
holds degrees in the fields of law greek and ancient history and has concentrated
cent rated his research on new testament and the witnesses of the book of
mormon
his article could not have been written without the complete cooperathis
tion of several librarians chief of which is the LDS historian elder joseph
fielding smith and his assistants earl olson and A william lund the following have also been most helpful thelma C jefferies at rochester public
library mrs clarence nesbitt at kings daughters free library palmyra
and niagara county historian clarence 0 lewis
wayne sentinel september 15 1824
bid march 2 1825
ibid
erd
rid
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activity is not reported in palmyra until the winter of 181617
1816 17
because of this gap during 1819 through 1823 it is asserted
that joseph smith s story of an 1820 revival can not be
for there is an absence of any revival in the year
true
1820
because of this conclusion and its implications all
students of mormon history will be forced to reconsider the
reliability of joseph s first vision story 5
JOSEPH SMITH

before one can prove that joseph smith contradicts history
he must be sure of what joseph smith claimed there are
four official accounts of the first vision from the prophet
the three manuscript texts are printed in dean jessee s article
in this issue As he shows their dates of composition are
32 1835 and 1838 this 1838 account was published
1831
183132
as the history of joseph smith in 1842 6 the fourth account
is joseph smith s wentworth letter also published in 1842
it is most convenient to refer to these accounts by their dates
of composition
A synoptic view of joseph smith s four accounts adds
dimension to our view of his experience first revivals are
not described in any other account but the 1838 history
apparently the prophet was not primarily concerned with
them for he did not constantly emphasize them as central to
his personal experience second all accounts identify his early
religious position like that of his father and mother before
him as that of a seeker finding no church to satisfy him
but continually investigating various sects third all accounts
allude to contact with local church leaders or to his attendance
at church meetings up to the time that his vision informed him
that no church was divinely approved he recalls my intimate acquaintance with those of different denominations
looking at the different systems taught the
1831
32
183132
1 1I attended their several meetings
children of men
1835
7

Y
1967

wesley P walters new light on mormon origins from palmyra N
revival bulletin of the evangelical theological society vol 10 fall
p 228
ibid p 241
times and seasons

no

ap 726 ff
march 15 1842 pp
ap 706 ff it is now clear that
ibid vol 3 no 9 march 1 1842 pp
the phrases of the wentworth letter originated at least as early as 1840 a
point which requires development in later writing
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as often as occasion would permit
1838 and if 1I went to
one society they referred me to one plan and another to aneven though the 1831
1842
other
32 account expresses his
183132

negative evaluation of existing churches prior to the vision all
accounts suggest that in practice he participated to some extent
in church meetings up to the time that his revelation confirmed
this tentative judgment
the most striking insight into the earliest religious experiences of the prophet comes from the 1831
32 manuscript
183132
history whereas his shortest narrations the 1835 account
and the 1842 wentworth letter summarily link an apparently brief religious confusion to the prayer and answer the
earliest record describes joseph smith s religious reflections
as continuing from the age of twelve through fifteen he remembers actively searching for the right church during these
full years of 1818 through 1820 with this specific information in mind the language of the 1838 history may imply a
longer period of investigation than is generally supposed he
reflected again and again in the midst of this war of words
and tumult of opinions he attended occasional meetings when
possible and came to favor the methodists only in process of
time since the 1838 history is very specific that the vision
took place early in the spring of eighteen hundred and
the religious investigation just alluded to in this
twenty
version must have extended back into 1819 or earlier but a
greater question of interpretation is seriously posed
if years of religious activity are summarized in the short
sentences of abbreviated accounts did joseph smith s 1838
history really intend to portray all revival events as happening
just before his vision in that narrative the prophet identifies
the unusual excitement as beginning in the second year
after our removal to manchester but the outcome may move
considerably beyond this sequence beginning in the smith s
area revival spread through that region of country then to
even though joseph alludes
the whole district of country
to himself as fifteen then it is possible that this time of great
excitement may refer to the entire period of revivals in his
youth with special reference to excesses irrespective of chronology when william smith paraphrased his brother s words
his mental image was certainly not time or locality bound
spread from
the unusual revival in the neighborhood
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town to town from city to city from county to county and
from state to state 8 in the april conference of 1860 brigham young referred to having been brought up in the midst
of those flaming fiery re formations from his childhood 9
dent pictured years of new york
president
presl
in that case the convert presi
revival patterns in the single in the midst of expression
there is no reason why joseph smith might not have viewed
the intense 182425
1824 25 palmyra revivals as part of a period beginning earlier than his vision all his 1838 narrative really
demands is unusual religious activity in his region prior to
1820 and his own attendance at meetings and desire to be
united with the methodists his only other circumstantial
details that definitely require this approximate date are the
religious awakening that commenced with the methodists
and the involvement of more than one preacher of that faith
some few days after the vision joseph was shocked at the
reaction of one of the methodist preachers who had been
prominent in the religious excitement 10
ORSAMUS TURNER

the

main non mormon recollection of the prophet s earliest religious views corroborates what he describes most statements from palmyra manchester people are more interested
in proving his religious views ridiculous than factually describing his life at this time they are consequently of limited
historical value because they generally elevate community gossip into formal affidavits orsamus turner is not exempt from
this criticism but he differs from practically all others who
recalled the smiths in that he distinguishes specifically between public report and personal knowledge
turner led a relatively short but distinguished life spanning the years 1801 to 1855 born on the bare frontier of
civilization in western new york he had a log cabin childhood and grew with the country to become a respected editor
salnis herald
smith sermon at deloit iowa june 8 1884 saints
p 645
643
40 october 4 1884
brigham young sermon at salt lake city utah april 6 1860 deseret

william
vol 31 no
news april

B

1860
for a discussion of the presbyterian affiliation of joseph smith s family
during this early period
perl
peri od see footnote 55 below for the features of joseph
smiths description that particularly fit methodist conference patterns see footnote 27 below and the accompanying text
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and author
in 1852 he published a sketch of joseph smith
and mormonism in his history
hist01 of the pioneer settlement of
pw chase in which he partially drew
gofhamf
gorhams
rhams purchase
phelps and Go
from his own experience because the time of turner s resi
resl
residence in palmyra is fairly pinpointed his recollections of
young joseph smith can be dated he remembers their manunder brushed
chester rude log house with but a small spot underbrushed
around it in the winter of 19 20 he recalls the wayne
county countryside because he had been assigned during his
apprenticeship in a newspaper office at palmyra to accom1112
119
tig
pany a blind newspaper carrier in the years 1818 igi
191
this employment did not begin before october 1818 when the
palmyra register was first issued by timothy S strong who
moved from palmyra in 1823 13 strong s apprentices were
luther tucker pomeroy tucker and the author of this
work
but young turner did not serve his whole time in
palmyra for he also notes that he served an apprenticeship
under james bemis at canandaigua14
canandaigua since he expressed a
great admiration for bemis based on intimate contact he probably spent the years 1821 and 1822 at canandaigua where he
finished his apprenticeship
turner later recounted that he heard of the need of a
printer editor at lockport about a hundred miles west of
palmyra where he had evidently returned from canandaigua
for a brief period of school he traveled to the new locality
arrived but a few days after we had reached the age of 21
about august 1 1822 and purchased the new lockyears
port observatory 16 concerning the year 1822 turner recalled
1

the

two most extensive biographies are morley B

turpin and W de

witt manning orsamus turner rochester historical society publications
ap 273
275
290 harry S douglass historical wyoming vol
vol 17 1939 pp
273290
pp
ap 3346
33 46
12 no 2 january 1959
5546
3546
gof
goi
thams
hams purbams
607 rhams
2turner
dturner
Go
turner history of the pioneer settlement of phelps and gorhams
2

morns
ap 213 400
chase and morfis
morris reserve rochester 1852 pp
strong suspended publication of his palmyra newspaper in the spring of
turner recalls the date of his move away from
1823 by existing issues
palmyra as 1823 ibid p 499 which is verified in two other works arad
thomas pioneer history of orleans county new york albion NY 1871
pp
ap 111112
111 112 milton W hamilton the country printer new york state
p 302
2nd ed port washington NY 1964
1785 1830
7785
7830 and
17851830
pp 499 459
Go rhams purchase ap
turner phelps and gorhams
his phrase is from john kelsey who wrote his sketch while turner was
this
aile the lives and reminiscences of the pioneers of rochester rochester
alle
still alive
alie
p 71
1854
orsamus turner then and now 1822 1854 niagara democrat ca
may 4 1854 cit lockport daily courier may 5 1854 copy furnished by

lil
lii
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became the editor and publisher of the paper
in august of that year 17 in 1847 a fellow editor summed
Ej
ither
ejither
up his career in lockport as continuous to that time eaither
deither
1either
as publisher editor or assistant editor he has continued at
his post from 1822 to the present time 18 turner s personal
recollections of joseph smith of necessity refer to the period
prior to the late summer of 1822 and are probably no later
than 1820 the latest date of palmyra memoirs in his writings
orsamus turner declined to dignify mormonism with a
serious treatment instead he preferred satire admitting that
his sketch was made lightly with a seeming levity
although it relies heavily upon community hearsay and in sardonic tone reads like gibbon on christianity certain portions
of the sketch bring the early life of the smiths into the focus
of personal contact one conclusion is based on those who
were best acquainted with the smith family and reports that
there is no foundation for the statement that their original
manuscript was written by a mr spaulding of ohio 19 but
the most notable break in the semiserious tone of derision is
occasioned by the introduction of joseph smith into his narrative at this point turner gives impressions of his early life
prefacing these remarks with the author s own recollections
of him are distinct ones 220 A series of vignettes follow portraying the young farmer s son bringing small loads of wood
into the village doing odd jobs and performing errands one
of which was to get the weekly paper on one occasion turner
and another apprentice blackened joseph s face for his curiosity about the press the sketch lapses back to more distant
narration after the following final paragraph of personal
recollection

the author

lewis niagara county historian turner was born july 23 1801
turner s complete words pertaining to his pre lockport life show that he did
ot stay long in palmyra after completing his canandaigua apprenticeship
not
which had a commencement but a few days
a position
resuming
chester

0

then just out
after we had reached the age of 21 years
32 years ago
of our apprenticeship and at school we heard that a place called lockport
and hearing further that a printer
had been made the county seat
was wanted there we journeyed from palmyra passing through rochester
western new york
turner pioneer history of the holland purchase of westein
buffalo 1849 p 655
york rochester
piess of vestern
western new yolk
frederick follett history of the press
westein
punter p 304
p 65 cf hamilton the country printer
1847
Go rhams purchase
Pm chase p 214
turner phelps and gorhams
ibid p 213
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a little ambition and some very laudable

aspirations the mother s intellect occasionally shone out in
him feebly especially when he used to help us solve some
portentous questions of moral or political ethics in our juvenile debating club which we moved down to the old red
school house on durfee street to get rid of the annoyance
of critics that used to drop in upon us in the village and
subsequently after catching a spark of methodism in the
camp meeting away down in the woods on the vienna road
he was a very passable exhorter in evening meetings 21

turner

gives from his personal contact the time place and
subject of the prophet s early conversion the time is probably
during the editor s palmyra apprenticeship presumably 1820
or before and is certainly no later than the summer of 1822
semi conversion is to methodism precisely the belief that
the semiconversion
joseph smith said he was partial to the place is a camp
meeting away from palmyra consequently the revivals in
25 are in fact not germane to the
palmyra during 1824
182425
camp meeting is a
prophet s early religious experiences
technical term from that period meaning extended preaching in a rural setting ordinarily by several ministers of various
ranks turner s vienna road plainly means for him the road
running diagonally between palmyra and vienna now
phelps about a dozen air miles away the road is still
identified by that name today on the official wayne county
map and turner s definition is proved by his location of a
mill site a mile east of the village of palmyra on the
vienna road 22 away down in the woods on this road
p 214 although the methodist records of the period in palmyra are
not now available turner s early history of that denomination shows that he
personally knew more about its history in palmyra than about any other
church there
the methodist church was organized in 1811 at first few in
number and feeble in resources its places of worship alternated from school
house to school house sometimes in an apartment at a private dwelling at
dwellings until having largely recruited its numbers
others in a vacant log dwelling
it emerged from its feeble condition and in 1821 erected its present church
edifice
early existence of the juvenile debating club at the old red school
house on durfee street is confirmed by periodic newspaper notices to the
young people of the village of palmyra and its vicinity inviting attendance at
oung
see western
a debating school at the school house near mr billings
farmer january 23 1822 the similarity of later notices shows that this
particular one did not inaugurate the society which had a history of moving
around considerably before locating in the schoolhouse according to turner
22
22ibid
Ibid p 389 cf a traveler s sarcastic reaction to an obstruction blocking
this well traveled highway as 1I was entering your village on what 1I underwayne
vayne sentinel april 7 1826 cf the complaint
stood to be the vienna road trayne
bibid
2ibid
ibid
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would certainly be a considerable distance away from palmyra
normally the camp meeting would not be held in the immediate
neighborhood of any settlement
itinerant methodist preachers were at the peak of their
influence in joseph smith s youth and their rural protracted
meetings were so common that they were taken for granted
one was noticed in 1820 in the palmyra register because of
the unfortunate death of one james couser as a result of his
intoxication on june 25 at a camp meeting which was held
in this vicinity in the following issue the editor denied that
he intended to charge the methodists with retailing ardent
spirits at their camp ground thus identifying the sponsoring sect 23 the preachers memoirs of this period are filled
with references to these forest gatherings which drew their
audience from the countryside of up to ten to twenty miles
radius this is quite inconceivable to many in the present
sedentary culture but the pioneer s life was lonely and he paid
the price of travel for his religious and social meetings turner
remembers an eight mile trip by ox sled as nothing unusual
for an evening s visit and he quotes a settler as recalling the
itinerating methodist ministers we used to go through the
woods generally on foot whenever we heard of one of their
appointments 24
the most dramatic possibility among camp meetings in the
period of joseph smith s investigations is the annual genesee
conference held in july of 1819 at vienna both geographically
and chronologically near turner s recalling joseph smiths
over a hundred methodist
catching a spark of methodism
ministers were obligated to attend the business sessions which
ran from july I1 to july 8 suspending formal business on sun15
day july 4 for the typically spectacular preaching services 25
this sabbath meeting of the annual conference is depicted in
the recollections of the preacher historian george peck alof the later deterioration of the road between this village and vienna
the
11

11

reflector palmyra NY sept 23 1829
palmyra register june 28 1820 july 5 1820 the extended services
were presumably being held prior to these dates
ap 542 555
2turner
dturner holland purchase pp
turner
for basic dates and general information on the 1819 conference see F W
conable history of the genesee annual conference of the methodist episcopal
161 the statistics of the ministers obliap 158
158161
church new york 1876 pp
gated to attend are found in minutes taken at the several annual conferences
of the methodist episcopal church in the united states of america for the
year 1819 new york 1819 pp
52
ap 51
5152
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though held in the country area of genoa in 1818 only a
neighboring grove could accommodate the crowds which
gathered from far and near in 1816 in the relatively rural
sauquoit paris locality there was an attendance of between
3000 and 4000 which is some measure of the 1821 gatherings in the same place where sermons in the grove were
given before a crowded congregation 226 the sunday meeting
of the annual conference at palmyra in 1826 was held in a
fine grove nearby and it is said that not less than ten thou121
27
sand persons were on the ground during the day 127
within a
few years of the 1819 genesee conference at vienna it was a
regular item of business at the opening session to appoint
supervisors of preaching and impressive services were undoubtedly held in that year which drew crowds from the area
27a
2a
in which fourteen year old joseph smith lived aa
11

POMEROY TUCKER

joseph smith may have had a double reason to attend the
camp meetings in his vicinity the main evidence on this point
comes from turner s fellow apprentice in palmyra pomeroy
tucker tucker s career was remarkably like turner s though
he lived longer born in palmyra august 10 1802 he evidently remained there until the time of his apprenticeship at the
cgeorge
george
new
2george peck the life and times of rev george peck D D
york 1874 ap
proselyter
pp 65 93 122 the rivalry for proselytes
prose lytes at conversion appears

regularly in the memoirs of methodist preachers for instance peck comments
when conversions began to occur among us the baptists by
p 110
whom we were surrounded began to practice their usual strategy
two
preachers of that persuasion
were very attentive to our converts
mcintosh history of wayne county new york philadelphia
W H mclntosh
2w
p 149 the basic concept of the prophet s history of an expanding
1877
regional revival fits the methodist conference context compare for instance
the pattern described for the 1817 genessee conference the daily and
powerful preaching brought the following result a flame of religious exciteabel stevens history of the methodist
ment spread out among the circuits
episcopal church new york nd
vol 4 p 278 although the number
of converts in that case is perhaps unusual the idea of one conference affecting wide areas is fairly typical in methodist literature all of this shows that
it is unduly restrictive to assume that joseph smith s descriptions refer only or
essentially to the narrow area of his residence
alluded
21athe
the very specific history of methodism in vienna phelps later genesee
of the 1819
to the deep impression upon the entire community
bringing
conference there after which another great revival followed
mclntosh
numerous accessions including several named individuals W H mcintosh
history of ontario county new york philadelphia 1876 p 170 the
awaken ings as perceived by joseph
historian must be concerned with religious awakenings
smith not general statistics that he would not have been aware of
aw
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palmyra register around 1820 28 after serving as a journeyman printer at canandaigua he returned to palmyra to purchase and manage the wayne sentinel in the fall of 1823 29
his professional life as a journalist continued over thirty years
mostly with that paper though he was also a public servant at
various levels and author of a book on mormonism in 1867
three years before his death
from the point of view of history tucker s origin rise
and progress of mormonism is a disappointing performance
with access to the generation that remembered the establishment of the prophet s work the experienced editor is content
to quote the hurlburt howe affidavits to repeat common
gossip to quote extensive portions of the book of mormon and
articles about brigham young for the bulk of the book although but weakly living up to the subtitle personal remembrances and historical collections hitherto unwritten
tucker does relate much valuable information concerning the
period of the publication of the book of mormon he also
claims knowledge of the smiths since their removal to palmyra from vermont in 1816 and during their continuance
there and in the adjoining town of manchester 30 there is no
reason to question this firsthand contact provided one is on
guard not to take his western new york prejudice for fact
it is to his credit that he could at least distinguish between the
two he repeats tattered stories about joseph smith s dishonesty only to admit in common fairness that such allegations were not within the remembrance of the writer 31
although tucker is content to repeat the armchair observations about the laziness of the smiths every one of his specific
descriptions proves the opposite most of tucker s unattributed
particulars of the smiths early palmyra life are probably based
on his observation his negative material from palmyra is
generally traceable to known statements and the hitherto
Go rhams purchase p 499
turner phelps and gorhams
tucker s first issue of the wayne sentinel october

still exists
information on his apprenticeship at canandaigua appears in the best sketch
son in law john
of his life written as an obituary for the troy times by his soninlaw
M francis copied in the palmyra courier july 8 1870 and the rochester
union and advertiser july 2 1870 see also follett history of the press in
303 304
pp 303304
western new york p 63 and hamilton the country printer ap
pomeroy tucker origin rise and progress of mormonism new york
p 4
1867
mij
ibid
mid p 15
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unwritten incidents are typically details of human interest
the descriptions of the smiths in palmyra prior to 1820 tend
to belong to this category
tucker is particular with regard to the smiths arrival in
1816 and removal to the pioneer homestead in manchester in
1818 and he has a fairly accurate knowledge of their physical
and financial arrangements evidently quite independent of the
already published details of lucy smith there is no reason
to question the picture of the refreshment shop of the smiths
in palmyra which catered to holiday crowds even after the
move to manchester there was the continued business of
peddling cake and beer in the village on days of public
doings
tucker remembers joseph in particular as a clerk
12
in such selling 32
this activity somewhat attested in contemporary sources provides a practical reason for camp meeting
attendance 33 such meetings were notoriously places of socializing and festivity de witt clinton left a classic description
of the typical campground of that decade featuring not merely the preaching and the crowds but the persons with cakes
beer and other refreshments for sale 34 it appears to be the
smiths business and joseph s special charge to be present at
such public events in the vicinity
pomeroy tucker also verifies the circumstances of the first
vision all the more important because his main support is
unintended assuming 1827 as the beginning of joseph smith s
revelations the editor relates the remarkable vision that
p 14 tucker s summary of the smiths manchester holiday business stresses that young joseph was regularly vending and sometimes tricked
by the boys of those bygone
by gone times
in 1831 young james gordon bennett wrote his tongue in cheek impressions of the smiths from interviews with some who had known them it is
probably better th
than
an average hearsay when he reports the father as a former
country pedlar dealing in the manufacture of gingerbread and such like
domestic wares
his son joseph is portrayed as being a partner in the
concern who aimlessly hung around the villages perhaps an indication of
the tra velling to special gatherings that tucker specifically mentions see new
york courier and enquirer august 51
31 1831 one of bennett s sources was
E B grandin who was closely associated with tucker in business and social
affairs so it is perhaps no accident that the story of the smiths holiday business
should be similar from these two sources tucker s fullest description of their
gingerbread
ginger bre ad pies
gingerbre
goods for sale is in the setting of the palmyra residence
origin of mormonboiled eggs root beer and other like notions of traffic
12

ibid

12.
ism p 12

citation of clinton s private canal journal 1810 is found in willwiir clinton new york
will
witt
iam W campbell the life and writings of de wiil
1849
p 107 increasing population makes such activity even more likely for
camp meetings in 1820

the
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came about this time in response to the youth s prayer
in the wilderness
the words of this experience are gen
brally placed in quotation marks and the phrases are borrowed
erally
in sequence from orson pratt s pamphlet remarkable
visions3535 tucker depends verbally on this written source alvisions
be seems to have some memory of what young joseph
though he
smith said about the first vision while still in palmyra but
in tucker s first chapter where mormon writings are not in
evidence and the editor s personal reminiscences are heavily
concentrated the following description of the early religious
life of the prophet is given
protracted revival meetings were customary in some of the
churches and smith frequented those of different denominations sometimes professing to participate in their devotional
exercises at one time he joined the probationary class of the
methodist church in palmyra and made some active demon
st rations of engagedness though his assumed convictions were
insufficiently grounded or abiding to carry him along to the
saving point of conversion and he soon withdrew from the
class the final conclusion announced by him was that all
sectarianism was fallacious all the churches on a false foundation and the bible a fable 36
no other source is this particular in identifying young
joseph smith as a member of the methodist probationary
class
since tucker immediately follows with a reference to
all the early avowals and other evidences remembered he
seems to be saying that he has firsthand knowledge of joseph s
temporary religious affiliation and reason for its abrupt terthat all sectarianism was
mination
mi nation he publicly announced
fallacious
A study of turner requires a date of about
1820 for this tentative methodist association and tucker em
phasizes
pha
sizes that he soon withdrew from the class a specific
description that explains turner s metaphor a spark of meth
odism
idism this evidence indicates that about 1820 joseph smith
was openly expressing the identical convictions that he later
compare the descriptions of the
re elation of the book of mormon in any of
angels first revelation
first vision and the angels
the editions of orson pratt an interesting account of several remarkable
visions proof that this source was used over other possibilities with the same
phrasing is the quotation of pratt s rendering of the moroni visitation comap
pare turners
turners quotation of the closing portion of remarkable visions pp
145
139
159
139445
159445
ap 1718
17 18 see footnote 39 below tucker
tucker origin of mormonism pp
count
mclntosh history of wayne county
is the origin of derivative material in mcintosh

tucker origin

p
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maintained came at that early time through the first vision
since such negative attitudes could have only brought scorn
upon him it is unlikely that a fourteen year old boy would take
this extreme position without some religious experience to
solidify his personal convictions
the historical reconstruction of joseph s announcement
about 1820 that the churches were wrong throws a different
light on subsequent community opinion none of the hurlburt
howe affidavits reach back to this critical early period and
therefore all are suspect on the ground of merely reporting
public reaction to joseph s early religious experiences mrs
brodie classically stated a thesis that is found in palmyra
sources in several contradictory forms by this theory the
earlier joseph smith was a seeker of buried treasure not the
sincere religious investigator that he describes himself to be in
all of his vision accounts supposedly the metamorphosis from
adventuring to outward religion took place about 1827 A
standard and crucial proof in building this image is abner
cole s 1831 summary of the evolutionary hypothesis
it
however appears quite certain that the prophet himself never
made any serious pretensions to religion until his late pre37
tended revelation 137
contemporaneous quotations however are not the same
ry attribdogberry
thing as contemporaneous sources cole alias dogber
dobber
utes his information on the mother and father of the prophet to
others and also implies secondhand information on joseph
smith in 1820 abner cole was middle aged and a successful
lawyer entrepreneur with no reason to notice a teenager from
rural manchester but the apprentices tucker and turner were
near the young prophet s age level and moved in the same
social and perhaps religious circles yet cole s statement is not
merely uninformed tucker s initial chapter of impressions
about the smiths shows that cole virtually means the opposite
of what he says pomeroy tucker portrays joseph as a young
man of unusual taciturnity speaking mainly to his intimate
associates and generally ridiculed because he could relate a
marvelous absurdity with the utmost apparent gravity 38 Is
this the community response to joseph s limited narration of
his vision
the palmyra editor has his own evolutionary
11

the

reflector palmyra NY february
tucker origin of mormonism p 16
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theory of the young prophet advancing from reading worthless fiction to serious study of the bible in fact as a student
of the scriptures he became so capable that he could discuss
texts with great assurance and with original and unique
interpretations what all this proved to tucker is highly instructive
struc tive joseph smith came to disgustingly blasphemous
conclusions which coupled with his religious investigation and
announcement that he would join no sect disclosed that he and
his family were unqualified atheists
an inevitable hypothesis
po thesis based on their mockeries of christianity 39
tucker s reasoning shows that most epithets applied to the
smiths may well be grounded in their religious dissent if
he can equate unorthodoxy with atheism then the historian
knows that he is dealing with a rigid social structure whose
labels on nonconformity cannot be taken at face value cole s
report that the early joseph smith never made any serious
pretensions to religion really means that he declined to affiliate with any church paradoxically the original announcement
of religious convictions created a reputation for irreligion and
the closed society that so perceived the young prophet largely
concentrated on its own terminology and lost the memory of
his earlier religious investigations and convictions about 1820
which were recorded by his acquaintances turner and tucker 40
no one can seriously test joseph smiths first revelations
without treating in depth the leading source of his early personal life his mother s biographical sketches of joseph smith
its importance requires a brief survey of its composition and

the

knowledge of the bible attributed to joseph smith
by turner make his remark suspect that joseph announced the bible a
fable
the memoirs of lucy joseph and william all agree that reverence
for the scriptures characterized the smith home
tucker s chapter immediately following joseph s announcement that the
churches stood on a false foundation is a recital of the community tradition
of his money digging activities this repetition adds nothing for he is merely
print11 thirty years before his book but the
warming over affidavits in printtfilrty
palmyra editor repeatedly insists that joseph s deceptions began late in 1819
p 22
and continued from 1820 to 1827
if these stories originated in
community prejudice after the smiths began telling of joseph s revelations as
william smith spiritedly insists then the existence of the rumors dates the
18 20 tucker accepted this
early religious claims of the smiths at around 1q2o
same chronology a decade before his book as shown in his newspaper recollections of june 11 1858 in the palmyra courier talking then about the
he dates josephs gift of supernatural endowments
origin of mormonism
as beginning as early as 1820
his odd identification of joseph smith as
then at the age of about 19 years may be accounted for by the young
prophets large physical stature
39
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publication since lucy mack smith dictated rather than personally wrote the book the first question is whether it is really
her history both author and secretary expressed clear opinions
on this subject As the compilation closed late in 1845 mother
smith in a public speech gave notice that she had written her
history and wished it printed before we leave this place
the motivation for the history and the intention to make it her
own was earlier stated in the midst of its composition
people are often inquiring of me the particulars of
joseph s getting the plates seeing the angels at first and
many other things which joseph never wrote or published
I1 have told over many things pertaining to these matters to
different persons to gratify their curiosity indeed have almost
destroyed my lungs giving these recitals to those who felt
anxious to hear them I1 have now concluded to write down
42
every particular as far as possible

the

above claims of lucy smith are specifically confirmed
by the remarkable pair who produced the history martha jane
knowlton coray and her husband howard coray the latter
a young schoolteacher was asked by brigham young to drop
regular work and devote his entire time to the project 4 3 his
bad
wife a woman of native brilliance and intense dedication had
first agreed to be lucy smith s secretary howard coray later
insisted to act in the matter only as her mother smith s
amanuensis 44 in 1902 martha jane s daughter described her
mother as essentially the recorder of dictation she then read
over several times what she had written making such changes
141
45
and corrections as mother smith suggested 145
in 1865 mrs
coray evaluated her own work by indicating that her experiences in regularly taking down the discourses of joseph smith
and other church leaders in nauvoo had fitted her to transmit to paper what the old lady said and prompted me in
address of october 8 1845 cit times and seasons vol 6 no 16
november 1 1845 p 1014
12
letter of lucy smith to william smith june 23 1845 nauvoo illinois
ms LDS historian s office modifications in quotations in this article are
restricted to punctuation and spelling
LDS
p 16 xerox at LIDS
1883
autobiography of howard coray
historian s office original held by jennie N weeks salt lake city for the
payment of coray for the services see joseph smith history of the church
of jesus christ of latter day saints ed B H roberts salt lake city 1932
vol 7 p 519
coray autobiography p 16
martha J C lewis martha jane knowlton coray the improvement
era vol 5 1902 p 440
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undertaking to secure all the information possible for myself
46
and children
howard coray s function was evidently to transcribe the
final copy from his wife s corrected interview notes three
manuscripts are known to have existed the loose sheets of
mrs coray s corrected notes the copy presented to mother
smith which found its way into orson pratt s hands as the
basis for the first printed edition and the beautifully written
leather bound presentation copy to the church with which
17
the quotations in this article have been checked 47
textual
differences between orson pratt s printing and the last named
corays
finished manuscript may reflect different drafts of the conrays
but most variants are matters of form word order synonyms
and not substance the finished manuscript thus supports the
printed texts in content varying essentially in minor ways
familiar to the student of the closely similar manuscripts of the

greek new testament

the

first edition of mother smith s history was published
in 1853 three years before her death although this printing
was recalled for correction the scope of errors is extremely limited the basic work of revision was done by the
prophet s cousin george A smith with the help of elias
smith and his correction copies of the first edition are not
marked up severely he modified certain dates substituted
firsthand information for some of lucy s secondhand impressions and deleted a few passages where the mother had glorified william smith this revised edition was published in
1902 with a preface by joseph F smith recommending the
book as a worthy record containing much interesting and
valuable information found in no other publication relating to
48
the life of the prophet joseph smith
the accuracy of
letter of martha jane coray

utah LDS historian

s

to brigham

young june

13

1865

provo

office

original working sheets were donated to the LDS historian s office
jennie N weeks et al roberts family salt lake city 1965 p 403 although the whereabouts of the manuscript orson pratt used is unknown his
edition is less perfect textually than is often supposed a point of vindication
of brigham young s judgment
lucy smith history of the prophet joseph smith rev by george
A smith and elias smith salt lake city 1902 p iv to confuse bibliography
further the latest revision by preston nibley was entitled history of joseph
smith pratt s biographical sketches avoids confusion with joseph smiths own
history and is also more accurate since lucy smith is not writing a full history
but mainly recollections of the early life of her son

the
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mother smith s recollections of the early history of the family s
religious experience was never at any point challenged
if no expert produces a history without errors it is beside
the point to parade those of lucy smith her dates that are
not precise are nevertheless close approximations her inaccuracies are inherent in the nature of her work A book of
dictated memoirs cannot check out events and eliminate the
errors of hearsay this is another way of saying that mother
smith is highly reliable on the events with which she was personally connected for instance lucy mack smith s first eight
chapters are devoted to her father s family and harmonize with
facts uncovered by rigorous genealogical investigations 49 it is
questionable whether she ever had access to the prophet s unpublished addendum concerning his early sickness and the details of the family s move from new england to new york
but the independent recollections of mother and son on these
subjects mesh perfectly 50 biographical sketches is at its best
in the early period of his life whereas the sections pertaining
to mormon history in ohio missouri and illinois are really
short summaries the largest section a full third of the book
details the events in palmyra manchester to 1831
lucy mack smith writes with confident pride in her family
and children but on an apparently factual level with an instinct for the relevant for instance her treatment of the
childhood of joseph is marked by sensible restraint that omits
a mother s fond memories before the first vision there are
only four items about joseph his birth the terrible physical
trauma of his leg operation his difficulties of recovery and
an unexplained attempt upon his life she acknowledges that
people have constantly questioned her in the hope of hearing
many very remarkable incidents connected with his childhood
but lucy simply observes that the young prophet s
youth was filled with normal trivial circumstances that deserve to be passed by in silence 51 because her history is no
pious catalog of the marvelous about her son her emphasis
11

see archibald F bennett solomon mack and his family the improve56 september through may
59 1955
ment era vol 58
195556
5859
compare biographical sketches chapters 1617
LDS
16 17 with LIDS
liis historian s book
llis
A 1l note A p 132
flucy
5lucy
lucy smith biographical sketches of joseph smith the prophet liverpool 1853
p 73

al
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on his first vision is likely based on an honest judgment that
this was the most significant experience of his youth

biographical sketches accurately recreates the world of
palmyra new york in the decade of the 1820 s the pattern
of buying land on contract the pioneer struggle for economic
survival and many prominent personalities are all correctly
portrayed both lucy smith s narrative and the surviving newspapers mention dr robinson dr mcintire squire cole
henry jessup abner lakey or flanders dyke 52 even mother
smith s ambiguities contain basic historical truth for instance
she described the reprinting of pirated portions of the book
altof mormon in the dogberry paper on winter hill
hough these extracts were actually printed in the satirical renow de plume of its proprietor was obadiah dogflector the nom
berry who referred to his headquarters as winter green
hill a drumlin connected with palmyra history one heirloom survives that symbolizes the accuracy of lucy smith s
personal history her descriptions of family economics include
her contribution of preparing and painting oilcloth 53 and the
quaintly decorated oilcloth binding of an early hyrum smith
journal is evidently a piece of her handiwork 54
another event described during the printing of the book
of mormon is the visit of three delegates to persuade the
smith family to drop their new religion lucy mingles it with
a conspiracy to take the printer s manuscript from her which
is impossible to test but the official warning by deacon
beckwith is related both in mother smith s recollections and
rians records she reports the committee s
also local Presbyte
presbyterians
conversation about the church to which she and the most of
your children have belonged to 55 upon warning of the pos
52not
not only the names of the individuals listed but their known personalities
and relationships are accurately portrayed in biographical sketches an example
who is referred to by that title in the
is her reference to deacon jessup
wayne sentinel april 7 1826 in a manner that suggests some of the materialistic values attributed to him by lucy smith biographical sketches p 91
ibid pp
ap 70 107
at this writing it is in the possession of ralph G smith of salt lake city
utah a direct descendant
lucy smith says that she was baptized but free of any religious denomination until alvin had attained his twenty second year biographical sketches
pp 4849
48 49 this date is the spring of 1820 when the normal reading of joseph
ap
smith s history places the presbyterian conversion of lucy and three children
the absence of the earliest presbyterian records from palmyra makes it impossible yet to verify the time of formal affiliation of the smiths with that
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sibi lity of
sivility
sibility

losing you beckwith charged lucy not to say
anything further on the subject of the new revelation receiving a defiant reply from the mother the group sought a
recantation concerning the book of mormon from hyrum
who stood firm in his convictions and a similar unyielding
conversation ensued with samuel 56 this incident is confirmed
by the presbyterian minutes in palmyra which report that on
committee
march 3 1830 a coi
nmittee
col
smittee was appointed consisting of reverend A E campbell and henry jessup to visit hyrum smith
lucy smith and samuel harrison smith and report at the
on march 10 1830 the group reported
next meeting
and
bad visited them and received no satisfaction
that they had
17
either the
that they did not wish to unite with us any more 57
official delegation was accompanied by george beckwith
named as a fellow elder in the same minutes with henry jessup or lucy confounded the two men in her recollection but
basic detail is correct and her date is fairly precise 58 thus lucy
smith s memories of the early events of the rise of mormonism
have a demonstrable degree of accuracy
joseph smith first confided his 1820 vision to his mother 59
and she verifies his chronology by incorporating his longest
vision account immediately after relating an 1819 event before this experience she mentions a great revival in religion
church since william remembered the resentment of his father against rev
stockton for preaching at alvin s funeral and intimating his damnation the
presbyterian preference of part of the family by 1823 seems clear a point
confirmed by the nauvoo addendum incorporated into the present printing of
joseph s history wherein the prophet remarks to his mother after the first
1824 25 revivals
vision that presbyterianism is not true lucy s account of the 182425
is ambiguous on the point of whether she then joined in with the presbyterian church or the union meetings there maybe various degrees of joining
a church
145 147
pp 145147
lucy smith biographical sketches ap
records of the sessions of the presbyterian church in palmyra vol 2
11- 12
pp
ap 1112
lucy inverted the two events of the presbyterian committee and josephs
formal warning to cole against pirating his copyrighted book she narrates the
very well for a season which would
rry
former event after the printing went on ery
be some months after august 1829 and ibe second event after that but some
ok of mormon extracts appeared in january
book
cole s 96
time before april 183p
183
185
1830 and the committee incident occurred at the beginning of march of that
year but both events if transposed are placed within precise time limits in
the correct year such a performance renders it historically irresponsible to
challenge lucy smiths chronology without contemporary evidence that is not
secondary
132 133 reproduced in joseph
pp 132133
note
No
nooteb
teBB LDS historian s book A 1l ap
noteb
smith history of the church vol 1I p 6 As dean jessee shows the
notes were dictated by joseph smith to willard richards

al
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that extended to the surrounding country in which we resided 60 such a general term is in marked contrast to her
subsequent descriptions of revivals after the death of alvin
november 19 1823 that were locally identified as in the
neighborhood
although the family was actively involved in
this later movement joseph from the first utterly refused
to attend their meetings
the young prophet had strong
views that such participation would be temporary for we
61
were mistaken in them
lucy smith thus describes her
son as having reached the conclusion prior to 1824 that the
12
churches were wrong 62
the revivals of that year had nothing
to do with his initial religious investigations
there is additional evidence that this chronology was firmly fixed in her mind the most shocking experience to the
family in that period was the death of the eldest son the beloved alvin lucy recalls his belief in the early revelations
and also relates his deathbed charge to young joseph to be
strictly faithful to divine commandments to obtain the record the date of this event is recorded on the gravestone inscription november 19 1823 as6s unless one prefers to believe the gruesome theory that a mother would deliberately
put false words into the mouth of a favored dying son it is
clear that the period of josephs religious inquiries long preceded his developed convictions of the fall of 1823
not claiming firsthand information orsamus turner relates some intriguing stories that supposedly circulated before
the death of alvin turner claims that lucy smith gave out
early hints that a prophet was to spring from her humble
rumors represented this person to be alvah
household
lucy smith biographical sketches p
ibid pp
gi
ap go
91
90
9091
the date intended by lucy for alvin

74

death is not clear yet orson pratt s
edition gives 1824 biographical sketches p 87 but the ink of the finished
manuscript reads 1822 which is inconsistent with the same document s reading
of 1824 in the genealogical chapter ibid p 40
the event however appears
in proper sequence after the 1823 revelation of the book of mormon plates if
the foregoing data accurately represents mother smith then her memory moved
a year in either direction of the actual date though the rediscovery of the original draft of mrs coray at the LDS historian s office may throw further light
on the question
photographs of the inscription are at the LDS historians office it reads
in memory of alvin son of joseph and lucy smith who died nov 19 1823
in the 25th year of his age joseph smith sr counteracted rumors regarding
exhuming the body by an advertisement bearing the date september 25 1824
which proves that alvin s death was not that year see footnote 65 below
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fireside consultations and solemn and
designated by
mysterious out door hints jaj4 that crude ridicule filled palmyra after the death of alvin is historical fact joseph smith
sr became so exasperated that he purchased space in the
wayne sentinel for six weeks beginning september 29 1824
to refute gossip that alvin s body had been exhumed and dis
seated
sected he added his candid judgment that the originators of
such stories have been stimulated more by a desire to injure
the reputation of certain persons than a philanthropy for the
peace and welfare of myself and friends 03 the prophet s
history claims that public contempt was heaped upon his head
be told of his first vision and social scorn of his
because he
family is an established reality by the fall of 1824 As to the
cause of such ridicule some have suggested the smiths supposed money digging activities but that is speculation lucy
smith specifically comments on the period after the 1820 first

vision
from this time until the twenty first of september
joseph continued as usual to labour with his father
though he suffered as one would naturally suppose
every kind of opposition and persecution from the different
orders of religion 66
1823

since this interpretive comment is added directly after the
quoted portions of the first vision the author is alleging a
natural relationship between the greatness of the new revelation and the shocked reaction of the orthodox because of
lucy mack smith s historical orientation the story of the first
vision is told in the words of her son but her personal obsercircumvations verify the specific chronology and surrounding circum
stances that he claimed for the experience 67
OLIVER COWDERY

since oliver cowdery and william smith narrated early
church history without mentioning the first vision it has been
Go rhams purchase p
turner phelps and gorhams

213

joseph smith to the public september 25 1824 wayne sentinel
september 29 october 6 13 20 27 november 3 1824
lucy smith biographical sketches p 78
mother smith s prologue letter probably indicates an emphasis in her
history on the many other things which joseph never wrote or published
see footnote 42 above
the distinct pattern of her work is to quote from
established sources and supplement from her personal experiences which had
limited relevance to her son s individual search and answer of 1820
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assumed that their silence proves that the event did not occur
both associate joseph smith s revival investigations with 1823
instead of 1820 but in each case there is an apparent reason
for this procedure that is consistent with the reality of the first
wdery
cowdery
adery made the first public attempt to narrate pre
vision co
1830 church history in letters to the 1834
35 messenger and
183435
advocate it is incorrect to say that he wrote without an
awareness of the first vision it may be that the reason for
leaving it out is ambiguous but as shown in this issue by
dean jessee the initial manuscript history of the first vision
was entered in official church records at least two years before
cowdery s history when he stated that he would utilize
authentic documents now in our possession it is virtually
certain that he was alluding to the 1831
32 account 68 there is
183132
a clear verbal relationship between the two narrations although the simple language of the earlier record is obviously
not to the taste of cowdery with his early talent for ornate
eloquence essential dependence upon the 183132
1831 32 account is
also minimized by the personal availability of joseph smith for
consultation a point which the editor stresses at the beginning
of his letters and demonstrates by direct quotes in their progress but at two points where the prophet s personal experiences are narrated identical phrases or structural similarities
betray cowdery s use of the earlier document
ANGELS WARNING RECORDED TWICE

the

final messenger and advocate installment october
1835 depicted an incident that had not yet appeared in any
LDS writing except the 1831
32 manuscript history this was
183132
the first view of the plates by the young joseph who was so
overwhelmed with their value that he reached to take them
for selfish motives only to be checked and rebuked in a sudden appearance of the divine messenger both accounts refer
to the angel s original warning in identical words the prophet
was directed to obtain the plates with an eye single to the
both accounts record the same question of
glory of god
LDS messenger and advocate vol I1 no 1 october 1834 p 13
cowdery confessed his personal incompetence on the early life of the prophet
indeed there are many items connected with the forepart of this subject that
indispensable
render his labor indispensible
for evidence of cowdery s early awareness of
1831 32 manuscript history see footnote
the first vision in addition to the 183132
86 below
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frustration why can 1I not obtain this book and the answer
of the angel is identical in each you have not kept the command ments of the lord 6
mandments
the conclusion of interrelationship is reinforced by comparing the earliest religious conflict of joseph smith in the
two documents mere verbal correlations do not always prove
dependence but added to these is a precise sequence of events
that indicates that cowdery composed his sketch of joseph s
first religious investigations with the 1831
32 manuscript his183132
hirn
tory before him
1831
32 manuscript history
183132
my mind became seriously impressed with regard to
the all important concerns for
the welfare of my immortal
soul
1I discovered they did not
adorn their profession by a
holy walk and godly conversation agreeable to what 1I
found contained in that sacred
depository this was a grief to
my soul
there was no society or

denomination that built upon
the gospel of jesus christ as
recorded in the new testament and 1I felt to mourn

therefore 1I cried unto the
lord for mercy for there was

december 1834 cowdery letter
his mind was led to more
seriously contemplate the importance of a move of this
kind

to

profess godliness without
its benign influence upon the
heart was a thing so foreign
from his feelings that his
spirit was not at rest day or
night

to

unite with a society professing to be built upon the
only sure foundation and that
profession be a vain one was
calculated
to arouse the
mind
in this situation where could
he go

none else to whom I1 could
go

if oliver cowdery demonstrably followed the 1831
32
183132
document in rehearsing the background of the first vision
lie
ile
he report the full event as found in that history
dian t lle
why didn
if the reason for the break in narrative is hypothetical the
interruption is obvious As shown by the above quotations

the

only full text yet published of the 1831
32 manuscript history is that
183132
of paul cheesman an analysis of the accounts relating joseph smith s early
BYU thesis 1965
visions
it has some minor inaccuracies the phrases
quoted appear as such in ms and in cheesman p 130 cowdery differs from
the 1831
32 account in the quoted phrases only by the substitution of this
183132
book for them
whose antecedent is the plates
the phrases are found
in vol 1I february 1835 p 80 and vol 11
II october 1835 p 198
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cowdery s entire emphasis in recounting the prophet s first
religious experience was on the question of which church to
join a point of agreement with every official record of joseph
solicitations
smith 70 confusion stemmed from the strong soli
citations to
unite with one of those different societies but no man could
solve this specific problem
in this situation where could he go if he went to one
he was told they were right and all others were wrong
A proof
if to another the same was heard from those
from some source was wanting to settle the mind and give
OSOM 71
peace to the agitated b osom

but after virtually stating that only god could answer the
problem of which church was right cowdery records no prayer
on that subject or any answer to that question in the next
installment the revivals are glossed over and a transition is
made to a new situation

our
olur brother s mind

was unusually wrought up on the
subject which had so long agitated his mind
and all he
desired was to be prepared in heart to commune with some
kind messenger who could communicate to him the desired
information of acceptance with god 713

narrative the answer to this prayer matches the
second circumstance where church conflict is not significant
in cowdery

s

the point

made in the text is not that the quest for personal forgiveness
was absent from the first prayer of 1820 but that no vision narrative omits the
overwhelming problem that then consumed josephs thought which church to
overwherning
overwheming
join a feature totally absent from any relation of the next revelation in 1823
only the 1835 account omits the message of the first vision that all the
churches were wrong but this same version shows the confusion of joseph
on existing churches as the reason for praying the 1835 narration was not
dictated as a comprehensive record but differs from every other account in being
the secretary s notes of a private conversation of the prophet on the subject so
the feature of the vision evaluating the churches as incorrect could have been
arbitrarily omitted in the flow of conversation or left out by a scribe who did
not keep up entirely with what was said yet the background narrated in 1835
logically implies that even on that occasion the prophet had in mind a revelation
including god s evaluation of christian divisions
being wrought up in my mind respecting the subject of religion and looking at the different systems taught the children of men 1I knew not who was
right or who was wrong but considered it of the first importance to me that
1I should be right
being thus perplexed in mind 1I retired to the silent
information was what 1I most desired at this time
grove
854
p 43
1834
834
LDS messenger and advocate vol 1 no 3 december 11854
erbal dependence demonstrates cowdery s reading of the first manusince verbal
script history describing the 1820 theophany the phrase in the 1823 context
regarding the certainty of an answer to prayer if a supreme being did exist
must be regarded as cowdery s rhetoric and of mere logical force in the sentence not an intended historical reference
ikidibid vol 1 no 5
february 1835 p 76 italics added
11aibid
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an angel brought the message that his sins were forgiven
and that his prayers were heard
by date and verbal dependence
pen dence it is known that cowdery had access to the 183132
1831 32
document which described two different prayers and two responding
sp onding visions because the logical cowdery presented differing prayer situations but an answer to only one of them it
be left out reference to the first vision
must be assumed that he
for a reason
it is hard to avoid the impression that the second elder was
corrected by joseph smith and exercised his editorial privilege
of saving face the installment of december 1834 in which
the first vision background was given dated the excitement
raised on the subject of religion in the 15th year of the
prophet s life a time which is strictly december 23 1819 to
december 23 1820 that period was presented with certain
detail never confirmed in any account of joseph smith cowdery named the leading minister in these revivals as one mr
lane a presiding elder of the methodist church and identified the scene of his labors as palmyra and vicinity in the
next installment february 1835 this chronology was modified pleading an error in the type the editor said that the
above events happened in the 17th year of joseph smith s
life although this adjustment would bring the date down
to the year 1823 the correction is confused since the 17th
year is strictly december 23 1821 to december 23 1822
1 I do
not deem it necessary the editor assures his audience
to write further on the subject of this excitement yet this
plan was not strictly followed for cowdery s narrative portrays the prophet s continued search for assurance that he
while this excitement conwas accepted of him until 1823
Is this a hint that the initial installment overtinued
simplified an extended revival period described by the
prophet it is specifically on the the point of chronology that
cowdery later admits imperfection
I have now given you a rehearsal of what was communicated to our brother when he was directed to go and
obtain the record of the nephites
Nep hites 1I may have missed in
arrangement in some instances but the principle is pre1

served
Ibid
ib id vol

72
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since cowdery knew of the first vision and began to
describe its circumstances his failure to continue implies a
correction one might envision a reprimand for giving public
details of a sacred experience though that is inconsistent with
joseph smiths open description of the event for the jewish
minister joshua some months afterward the more likely point
of departure is to isolate the only background information not
confirmed by other joseph smith accounts which pertains to
rev lane As shown by larry porter s accompanying article
this methodist leader had no palmyra ministry until several
20 yet it is clear that he attended the 1819
years after 1819
181920
genesee conference sessions in nearby vienna phelps for his
name appears in the minutes and a fellow minister remembered that he and 1I set off together on horseback for the
gathering 73 joseph smith s proximity to this impressive occasion and his proven connection with methodism about this time
make it distinctly possible that the two had personal contact
several years prior to lane s residence at palmyra if cowdery
mistook an 1820 contact with lane for a later palmyra ministry
he probably advanced his chronology abruptly to coincide
roughly with the later circumstances that he had unwittingly
narrated the absence of the first vision in these circumstances is an accident of presentation never rectified because
the letter presentation of early history was terminated some
months afterward the next serious move to record these early
events was inaugurated by the prophet perhaps the possibility
of misunderstanding convinced joseph smith that his personal
history could only be accurately written by himself
WILLIAM SMITH

As one of the more vocal and the latest male survivor of the

smith family william smith gave several extended memoirs of
his brother s earliest religious experiences the value of these
recollections on the subject of the first vision is severely
limited by his youth the probable peak of joseph s intense
religious investigation was 1819 and william had just turned
eight years of age 74 an example of his lack of firsthand in
and times of rev george peck D D new
york 1874 p 104 see also footnote 25 above
birth date in william smith on mormonism labirthrate
he furnishes his own birthdate
moni lowa 1883
p 5 it is also found in lucy smith biographical sketches
p 41 march 13 1811

george peck
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formation about this period is his claim that the family moved
from palmyra village to the manchester area in 1821
1821 7015 this
is factually in error because an official survey of june 13 1820
taken by the poor old town compass begins on the south
county line and locates the starting point three rods fourteen
links southeast of joseph smith s dwelling house 76 orsamus
turner remembered seeing this first log structure the previous
winter and the probable date of the move to this farm is 1816
when william would have been a mere five years old
one cannot be certain that joseph smith told his vision of
1820 to young william or that the boy would have been receptive to such a religious experience up to 1823 he
be resisted
conversion since he was quite young and inconsiderate 77
during the years 1823
27 he paid no attention to religion of
182327
171
78
any kind 178
william left two orderly narrations of his early
life in both the earliest point of recall regarding joseph s
religious experience is the appearance of the angel in 1823
1 I remember when
joseph called his father s family together
and told them that he
bad seen an angel and what this angel
be had
had told him 79 lucy and william smith agree in detail on
joseph s announcement of the angel s message in 1823 mother
smith draws the vivid image of several formal reports to the
family all seated in a circle giving the most profound attention to the young prophet 80 william underlines the first
family were melted to tears and bereaction
the whole
lieved all he said 81
the close agreement of william and lucy on these personal events of the smith household furnishes a reasonable
hypothesis of their differences concerning joseph s experiences
prior to that time variations must be accounted for by individual perception in two obviously sincere individuals mother
smith separates the events surrounding joseph s vision in 1820
from the later appearance of the angel announcing the plates
of the book of mormon in 1823 before then william may
not have been told of the first event or if told it failed to
ibid
15ibid

palmyra town record book 1 p 221
william smith on mormonism p 6
ibid p 10
io
sermon on june 8 1884 at deloit iowa saints herald vol
october 4 1884 p 643
ap 8384
83 84
lucy smith biographical sketches pp
william smith on mormonism p 9
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register as meaningful to him in 1823 joseph stood before
the family and probably recounted both experiences on the
same occasion it is likely that the two experiences merged in
william s mind because he first heard them together william
relates all the elements of the visions described separately by
his brother and mother but he telescopes every detail into a
single experience
there is a fascinating corollary to william s obvious lack
of firsthand information prior to 1823 his published memoirs
depend heavily upon the cowdery account for background of
joseph s vision william s narrations follow the same sequence
as the two installments of december 1834 and february 1835
in the LDS messenger and advocate though oliver s expansive style is considerably shortened by william the following
passages are copied quite directly from the early account with
the intervening quotation of mt 71314
713 14 used similarly by
both writers
william smith in 1883

1834 35
oliver cowdery in 183435

if he went to one he was
told they were right and all
others were wrong if to another the same was heard from
those all professed to be the
112
true church 82
but if others were not benefited our brother was urged
forward and strengthened in
the determination to know for
himself of the certainty and
reality of pure and holy religion
continued
to call upon the lord in secret
for a full manifestation of
divine approbation
to
have an assurance that he was
53
accepted of him 83

he

if he went to one he

was
told they were right and all
others were wrong if to another the same was heard

from them each professed to
be the true church
all this however was beneficial to him as it urged him
forward and strengthened him
in the determination to know
for himself of the certainty and
reality of pure and holy religion he continued in secret to
call upon the lord for a full
manifestation of his will the
assurance that he was accepted
84
of him

significantly william smith relied upon what he remembered for the appearance and message of the angel differing
here considerably from cowdery but he relied upon published records for the background of the vision this raises
no 3 december 1834 p 43
LDS messenger and advocate vol
ibid vol 1 no 5 february 1835 p 78
1

william smith on mormonism pp
7 8
ap 78
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a serious question concerning william s own confidence in his
memory of the events preceding joseph s announcement concerning the angel and the plates by his own performance
william is not likely to have a comprehensive picture of
events or chronology prior to 1823 although he may be
accurate on certain details within his experience prior to that
time he made his own comparison of the quality of his early
recollections and joseph s narrative
A more elaborate and
accurate description of his vision however will be found in
his own history 85

conclusion
historical analysis of joseph smith s earliest religious experiences
perien ces raises the larger question of what documentation can
reasonably be expected for such events A few writers on this
subject virtually claim that one could not accept the vision if
it were not headlined by the regional press in the spring of
1820 but that is projecting twentieth century journalism onto
the patterns of another age for precious little local news
reached the columns of the country newspaper of joseph
smith s youth A more realistic criterion is the outside publicity given the rise of christianity contemporary mention of
this obscure religious reform is absent until it became an
influential force and at that point comment emerges in roman
sources non mormon references to the first vision follow
this parallel the earliest known newspaper allusion is a reaction to the first great success of latter day saint proselyting
gainesville
our painesville
the ohio missouri mission
Paines ville correspondent
forwarded a report of the 1830 preaching of cowdery and
his friends in ohio
smith they affirmed had seen god
frequently and personally 86
at the peak of his career in nauvoo joseph smith was a
creative religious innovator but every important first vision
p 9 further research might probe the question of the earlier
recollections of william smith in 1883 and 1884 he described the appearance of a personage or angel in the woods where the brilliant light
descended upon the trees without affecting them in an apparently well reported
interview of 1841 william s 1823 setting of the single vision appears but
the location of the vision follows joseph s history
the glory of the lord
filled the chamber with a dazzling light
letter of rev james murdock
to the hartford observer june 19 1841 cit peoria register and northwestern
north western
gazetteer sept 3 1841 cit francis W kirkham A new witness for christ
in america rev ed vol 2 salt lake city 1959
p 410
the reflector palmyra new york february 14 1831

ibid
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account antedates that period the visions of the 1820 s were
historically recorded in the 1830 s with the first detailed
account of the first vision framed in 183132
1831 32 about a decade
after the event this compares favorably to the best parallel
the new testament record of christian revelations for instance paul s first vision occurred about 33 AD but his only
detailed descriptions are speeches given in the period 58
60
5860
AD also the earliest date for the composition of acts in
which these speeches and luke s historical account of paul s
vision appear in present terms many readers of this article
in 1969 remember very well certain episodes of december 7
1941 a quarter of a century ago because of their aroused
some twenty
emotions on a day that will live in infamy
years
vears after the death of his brother alvin joseph smith said
ahat the vivid memories of that event had not left him 87 the
that
ihat
first vision an experience of greater emotional impact was
entered in the early ledger book after about half that time
this paper has shown that joseph smith s memory is basically
accurate for the external events of his early life
although not commenting upon the circumstances of the
first vision joseph smith s father alluded to the experience
itself the occasion was a formal gathering of the entire smith
family and a few trusted church leaders in 1834 to receive
their blessings from the appointed patriarch of the church
the meeting was opened by brief observations of the sixty
three year old leader surveying his personal and family history
he recalled that the lord had often given him visions and
dreams a supporting statement for the seven related in detail
by his wife the last of which is dated 1819 by her he reviewed god s favor on the family in their many afflictions
mentioning specifically the tragedies of the untimely birth
of a son about 1797
the death of another child in his
infancy
1810 and the 1823 death of alvin taken from us
in the vigor of life in the bloom of youth 88 obviously
joseph sr was voicing the personal convictions and traditions
of an entire household after a prayer the initial blessing was
given to his prophet son the opening words of joseph smith
sr summarized the spiritual career of the twenty eight year
see joseph smith history of the church vol 4
126 127 august 22 1842
1842 and vol 5 pp
ap 126127
LDS historian s patriarchal blessing book 1 p 1
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as then accepted by those who knew him

thy god has called thee by name out of the
heavens thou hast heard his voice from on high from time
to time even in thy youth 89

the lord

819
119

in a series of revelations given from time to time the initial
experience mentioned is not the coming of an angel but an
incident in which the youth is addressed personally by god
from the heavens 90 thus the patriarch spontaneously gives the
same sequence for the first vision as found in the writings of
his wife and prophet son
to recapitulate the reality of the first vision has recently
been challenged on the ground that no revivals are found in
the village of palmyra in the years immediately surrounding
joseph smith s date of 1820 but a study of the leading non
mormon recollection of the prophet s early religious investigations makes this line of investigation largely irrelevant orsamus turner printer s apprentice in palmyra until about 1820
recalled young joseph s catching a spark of methodism in the
thus the religicamp meeting away down in the woods
ous excitement that the prophet identifies as preceding his
first vision must be seen in a rural setting what a contemporary minister of the genesee conference termed forest gatherings 91 the documented camp meeting near palmyra in 1820
is no doubt typical of many others not noted in the press but a
constellation of methodist preachers comprising all circuits
circuits of
western new york gathered in their annual meeting at nearby
phelps in 1819 the impact of their public preaching is measured by the description of the crowds which gathered from
12
far and near for the conference of the previous year 02
A careful study of the quality of recollection found in the
writings of william smith and oliver cowdery render them
3 4
ibid pp
ap 34

terminology of the prophet s father carries significant connotations
although youth is inexact and variable in different contexts the concept of
by name is found in the direct address of the
joseph being called
one of them spake
32 account and the language of the 1838 history
1831
183132
also the voice from on high in the
unto me calling me by name
patriarch s statement finds a parallel in the definite reference to the first
firstly he receiving the
1831 32 account
vision at the beginning of the 183132
testimony from on high
peck life and times p 48
12
Ibid p 93

the
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not prime sources for the first vision itself this means in
essence that recent challenges to the prophet s first religious
experience have set up the problem with improper sources and
have attempted a solution by studying only one type of revival
in an unduly restricted locality when the personal recollections that reach back to 1820 are isolated the few mormon
and non mormon sources that qualify are in basic agreement
though scornful of mormon claims and preoccupied with
money digging gossip orsamus turner and pomeroy tucker
agree that joseph smith loosely affiliated with methodism but
shortly announced a negative evaluation of all christian
churches A study of turner s early life combined with the
shortness of joseph smith s methodist association indicated in
tucker requires a date of approximately 1820 for these events
by far the best independent source on joseph s early personal
life is his mother who confirms the religious excitement about
1819 in the surrounding country relates his vision describes
his ostracism afterwards and emphasizes that his conviction
that the churches were wrong prevented his following the
majority of the adults of his family in participation in the local
revivals of 1824
182425
25 beyond these historical details it is most
impressive that both parents express acceptance of the first
vision an exacting study of existing recollections of the early
1820 period leaves the distinct impression that joseph smith
is more accurate on his early history than any of his current
critics
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